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Accused 

By Alan Goodchild 

 

He sat silently as she chatted, responding unusually in closed form 

and single syllable where possible. The man in the ornate silver-glass 

mirror was pensive. Tunic collar neatly sealing his neck, hair barely 

trim-worthy dusting his sateen shoulders, he tapped any strays from 

his shrouded lap, his hands slow and controlled. Coffee cup 

untouched and cooling fast, he noted the heart, perfectly formed as 

usual. 

‘Eyebrows?’ 

‘Thank you.’ 

Good hair is necessary, the crowning glory in a woman, the 

signature of a confident man. First impressions count, they say it 

adds 10 pounds, blemishes become warts, the visual prosecution will 

lead long before his words can raise any form of defence. One is how 

one looks. 

‘Not thirsty this morning Mr Williamson?’ 

‘No, not this morning.’ 

‘Busy day ahead?’ 

‘Yes, just rehearsing.’ 

‘Oh, sorry, I’ll be quiet.’ 
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No comment, just one affirmation in a slow, purposeful, 

practised tilt of the head.  

The young seldom view current affairs as a necessary read. She 

would be alone in that sentiment at his next planned venue. The 

dogs will be off the leash chasing the cat from the bag. ‘Lose the 

metaphors and avoid clichés at all costs,’ he thought. ‘Note to self. 

Damn, did it again.’ 

The back of his head came as an unwelcome surprise, never his 

best angle, thinning non-symmetrically, like a badly worn hat. 

‘Perfect, thank you.’ 

‘Ready for anything?’ said the girl with a raised intonation that 

rang a bell, loudly.  

He stood, dabbed the few hairs from his moistened face, put on 

and adjusted the line of his suit jacket and handed a pre-folded 

twenty-pound note to a serious young lady. He held her gaze then 

looked behind her to the magazine stand. 

‘Your paper of choice?’ He asked. 
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